Cheetham release spurs investigation

By Katie Paine

Yet another personnel shake up and administrative crisis has hit the campus. On vacation. Events surrounding the departure of Circulation Librarian, Marjole F. Cheetham, resulted in the creation of an Ad Hoc committee to investigate the library.

Cheetham was the subject of a letter terminating her employment, written by a morning deadline. She had responded to their accusations with a statement delivered to President Shain this week. The Faculty, she felt, were not qualified to investigate the Library Administration. She has been given the option to call an outside librarian for additional evaluation.

One specific issue that had been criticized was the library's decision to review some of the less frequently used books in an attempt to clear the shelves for additional new books.

Pedestrian Mall planned for this Spring

By Sue Mauders

A plan to erect the central campus pedestrian mall which would eliminate vehicular traffic from in front of Cro has been made public before being experimentally implemented after spring break.

The mall will be "to try to make the central campus more attractive visually without cars zooming by, while still maintaining adequate "circulation to all areas of the campus" explained John S. Zeller, member of the pedestrian mall committee.

Construction of the mall will mean closing off the road in front of Cro between the Cro service drive and the K.B. service drive. Larrabee Green would be made continuous with the front of Cro by removing most of the blacktop and landscaping a new walking area. The facts that fifteen faculty parking spaces would be sacrificed, and that north and south campus would no longer be connected by a sidewalk so that road are the two greatest objections to this plan. Completion of the rear area will be made this renovation feasible and would serve to keep both ends of campus connected by roadway. Some may not feel that closing the road will benefit the campus because the campus is oriented towards pedestrian and not towards automotive traffic. The pedestrian mall will make the campus safer and more aesthetically pleasing to the pedestrian.

The pedestrian mall plan was developed by a faculty committee and has been endorsed by College Council, the Development Committee, Parking Appeals Committee, and the Cro Committee. The Art and Botany Departments are active in the planning of the mall's landscape.

The original recommendation marked the beginning of the student-faculty group to consider a plan for the development of the central campus. The proposed mall is the first of the changes to create a "central campus spine" as a center of activity, greatly needed as the campus community fringe is and that Cro-Williams becomes an increasingly significant facility on campus.

Possible uses of the pedestrian mall are now being examined by the mall committee. In a Pandit interview, John Zeller, Mr. Cheetham, who resigned, the building of the north dorm room, if it was contiguous up on the vehicle free walking area which was then proposed.

Majority statement on confidence vote

Due to our inability to meet Mr. Zeltich's demands last week to present a statement qualifying our vote of no confidence, we now offer the majority opinion of the Editorial Board.

We received this demand at 12:30 a.m., Wednesday, March 3, 1974, we were unable to assemble in entirety in order to effect a consensual approval of such a statement written to be submitted by a morning deadline. Last week's news story ("Zeltich Orders Papers") is patently misleading. We had received the demand closely following the meeting's termination in early evening. We feel that we had the right to demand contained cases of incorrect reporting; therefore, as part of our statement, we will rectify any such instances.

The vote of confidence came before the editorial response. Mr. Zeltich's statement that he would not allow the editorial written by Mr. La Priore and Mr. Boland to appear in last week's issue. The majority of the Board had approved the editorial. Mr. Zeltich's refusal to allow the editorial is a blatant violation of clause 3a in the Pandit Constitution which states that the Editorial-in-Chief must implement the policy of the Editorial Board.

Mr. Zeltich's refusal to meet a request by the editorial's authors to print the editorial as an unattributed article severely impeded conciliatory progress. As a result of this difference, the editorial was submitted to the board and was once again approved by a majority. Mr. Zeltich then refused to disclose his position concerning the inclusion of the editorial in the pending issue. Had his response been an affirmative nature, Mr. Zeltich would still be a Co-Editor-in-Chief. Mr. Zeltich's initial refusal causes our vote of no confidence for the Board's vote of no confidence.

Mr. Zeltich's final statement to the board, that he would not print the editorial in the issue of March 7, 1974 served only to confirm our avocation of no confidence.

The vote of confidence carried before this final response. Editorial Board majority vote on the grounds of policy may be overridden by an Editorial-in-Chief's unconstitutional veto. We did, and still do, insist upon freedom of expression and a respect for the constitutional rights of the majority.

Curtis Gordon's resignation was of her own accord and most definitely did not reflect the wishes of the Editorial Board.

Pandit has received a barrage of letters referring to the quote "too professional," which appeared in last week's news story. This is a regrettable misquote. Such words were never uttered by the Editorial Board. however, Mr. Zeltich's continual references to the constant lack of professionalism in others' work hindered the performance of these Board members. A vital component of professionalism, of course, a demand for only the best; yet, additionally, professionalism constitutes a willingness to cooperate with others and to permit their voices to be heard and respected. Unfortunately, Mr. Zeltich repeatedly disregarded this component of excellence in journalism and leadership.

Len La Priore Sue Mauders Judy Boland Rachel Carley Jack Hoppenz Liz Huffer Sandy Pertman

Paper chase ended

By Sue Mauders

Last Saturday morning two members of Conn's Survival Group apprehended a thief who had been stealing books from the college recycling center.

According to Duane S. Chase, who, with James H. Michalove, caught the thief, 24 tons of paper collected for recycling had been stolen since the beginning of this semester. The thief had made five to eight visits to the recycling center during which he- she had broken the windows in Cro - and carried away a van.

The thief was apprehended at Robertsons Paper Co., the paper box company where she sells its paper to be recycled. On Saturday morning at 9 a.m., Duane Chase and James Michalove went to Robertson's to sell the remaining paper which had not been stolen. In front of his van was a van containing several boxes of marked Conn College papers and some bundles of paper tied with nylon stockings. The stockings were not his, Duane added with special emphasis. The money profit to have been only fifty dollars.

The Survival Group is pressing for the thief to be fired, but the most of the money profit to have been only fifty dollars. The Survival Group is pressing for the thief to be fired, but the money profit to have been only fifty dollars.
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Statement on Equality

The following editorial is the one referred to on page one.

What IS this world coming to? A few years ago, some daring revolutionaries decided it might not be such a bad idea to admit members of the male persuasion to this college. With this momentous decision, P.R. staff quickly transformed our school to CO CO FO WO AN ME. However, students have been raising the cry "Male Chauvinist Pig?" with respect to the many male student leaders on the campus. WILL CO CO FO FO WO AN ME become just another blighted Yale? We desperately hope it will not. As a matter of fact, we believe that we can contribute a valuable safeguard against such an occurrence if we can only consider our following observations and suggestions.

Journalists have recently been alerted to the demands of the feminist movement to erase the discriminatory pronouns from the English language. "Ms." "chairperson," and "spokesperson" have become, and rightfully so, accepted components of English. Yet, we have noticed a few glaring discrepancies as yet untouched by the likes of Girod Steinem. The word "female" appears extremely chauvinistic, "fe-person" seems more agreeably neutral. Continuing on, we find that loads of words and even proper names denote male supremacy. Happily, Sandy Parkman, Pundit's Photography Editor, has decided to see things our way and become Sandy Parkperson. Certainly, any chauvinist male (henceforth, male will be referred to as "person") who might wish to stick his/her snout in forbidden places would be better forgiven by a statement from the Woperson's Group.

Broadening our perspective, we see myriad implications from the areas of medicine all the way to visual representation. The custom of midspousery. The clergy-come-on, we see that "scads of words and even proper "person" seem more agreeably neutral. Continuing implications from the areas of medicine all the way to visual representation. The proper word is, henceforth, male will be referred to as "person.") who might wish to stick his/her snout in forbidden places would be better forgiven by a statement from the Woperson's Group.

Statement on Policy

As it's editorial board goes through a transitional period, Pundit desires to clarify and restate its purpose and objectives to the College Community, for whose benefit the newspaper exists.

Pundit continues to expect better quality in its reporting and sets no limits on the high standards of professional journalism it strives for in every edition. Pundit can never be "too professional." Each editor expects objective and thoughtful reporting from every one of his staff members. Pundit will give attention to every College group and organization, every important issue and event. Most importantly, Pundit is published for everyone in the College. It is a sounding board, as well as a news reporter, and because of its circulation, it is one of the best vehicles on campus for expressing opposing viewpoints. Pundit requests the opinions, comments, and criticism of the College Community in the form of letters to the editor. Pundit desires to appeal to every type of person on the campus as well as hear from every type of reader.

Pundit reserves the right to express its own opinion on the editorial page. Its editorial statements will always be the opinion of the majority of the editors.

Pundit exists for the College Community and will always consider every member. Pundit does not exist solely for any one editor or the editorial board as a whole.

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:

I am disturbed by your recent adoption of the awkward and confusing term "chairperson" to refer to chairs of meetings or heads of a committee or a department. The proper word is, of course, "chair." Surely a "chairperson" must be one who makes chairs, or sells chairs, or perhaps believes in chairs. I wonder if you would also like to refer to members of the female sex as "wo-persons." Let's be reasonable.

William Dale
Chairman, Music Department

Dear Editor:

I am most grateful to you for the write-up on my talk on my trip to China. You caught the atmosphere I had hoped to convey, and for this I am very thankful.

However, there was, however, one error in your summary which I should like to correct. In all honesty, the "Chairperson" of the United States was the greatest country on earth." I think that could do any harm at all.

Sincerely,
David Reid

To the Editors?

I am writing you as a fellow communicator and not as a representative of your college administration. Because I am confident that you have accepted your responsibility on the campus as "persons" and not as "persons" to help produce a respected medium for the expression of opinions and the exchange of ideas that you will accept these thoughts in the constructive spirit in which they are offered.

The events of last week are unfortunate. I think, because they may be the result of two conditions: a cumbersome editorial

(Continued on Page 3)
Ghosts haunt campus

By Lawrence Roberts

A ghost in Windham? Another in Holyoke? Some have said there were ghosts lurking in Freeman Towers; and, some fellow Mr. Tarbox around Conn's ghosts also are great; they are everywhere and nowhere at once. Like campus statistics, they are oftentimes sighted at strange times and in strange places; yet, they are virtually non-existent. Trying to track down and expose.

Historically, New London, unlike Salem or even Hartford, has never been known as a haven to witchcraft or a belief in the supernatural. Though nearby Goose Lane has its own uniqueness name, it is documented that few hangings, possibly only one or two, ever occurred, and no known betrayed souls haunt the surrounding area.

Letters to the Editor cont.

(Continued from Page 2)

The only possible historical precedent for the existence of spiritual inhabitants on the campus is an old tavern that existed during the eighteenth century when the campus now stands. This rather disreputable tavern may have spawned some spiritual wanderers, though no positive evidence exists.

Ghosts on the campus? Most notable among the ghosts on campus is the one that allegedly stalks the fourth floor of Windham. This ghost has displayed a most aggressive behavior over the years. It has moved furniture, slammed doors, stolen blue knee socks, whispered, and, most dramatically, manifested itself as a white light.

The Windham ghost is rumored to be the spirit of a girl who committed suicide in the mid-nineteen-fifties. To give credence to this theory, Katherine Perutz's novel, "The Garden," in which there is a fictional account of suicide, has been cited. Though the setting for the novel is a small women's college in Massachusetts, Ms. Perutz, who attended Conn College in the late fifties, may have uncovered a story of a real suicide here at Conn.

A check of the records, however, reveals that there has never been a suicide in Windham. Furthermore, Ms. Margaret Watson, Director of Residential Activities, who was a student at the College from 1957 to 1961, stated that she remembered nothing about the event, or, for that matter, of any spirit haunting Windham.

Therefore there seems to be little additional evidence that the ghost lived in Windham in the eighteenth century, where a number of strange things occurred. Ms. Jane Derr Johnson '70, a resident of Windham, recalled a number of strange occurrences, the most dramatic of which was the sighting by a Windham resident of a 'white cylinder-shaped light that hovered in the middle of her room after she supposedly transformed into an amorphously shaped person.'

According to Watson reported that there were about five girls who were quite upset by unexplained events. She added that despite the efforts of various people, nothing was ever uncovered that might support the belief in ghosts. Further that there were extenuating circumstances that might have influenced the girls' behavior.

Significant among these was the arrival of a new professor that allegedly had been prophesized by a Jeanne Dixon-type clairvoyant who was courting one of the college's students. Ms. Watson noted, during this time, the doors from the Windham apartments were in touch with one another about the so-called "Hallucinations," a supposed mass murderer. Sightings of various kinds were widespread during the period of the scare. The previous records did not Ober whether it was discovered to have been a fraternity plot. Ms. Watson, however, added that though the "era was ripe for such strange events," there is no way to completely rule out the unusual nature of the sightings or to discount the sincerity of the girls involved.

To the Editor:

I was sorry to read about your recent editorial upbeat. The "professionalism" of the last co-editors-in-chief of the Pundit has resulted in an improvement in the quality of the writing in the paper. However, the repetition of the important questions facing the College, and a willingness to take a position in regards to those questions. In particular, I would commend Mr. Zelitch and Ms. Gordon for their alertness to investigating and for their intelligent coverage of the proposed ice rink.

It is my hope that the College that the promise of the first four issues of the PUNDIT will not be fulfilled this semester.

Very truly yours,

Janet K. Gezari
Department of English

(Continued on Page 4)

To the Editor:

The first three issues of the new course entitled "Human Bondage"

The yearly course offerings are in the following areas: Anthropology, Art, Biology, Botany, Chemistry, Child Development, Computer Methods, Economics, English, Governa. Hispanic Studies, History, Mathematics, Music, Philosophy, Psychology, Religion, Sociology, Theatre, and Urban Affairs. Conn College's Superior graduate courses in Marine Biology and Botany are again offered this summer.

Tuition is $230.00 per credit hour, with a limit of two courses. Room and board is offered which is $380.00 for the course. Course teachers will be regular Conn College professors, with a few exceptions.

All classes will begin June 24th and end August 2nd, with the exception of Chemistry 101-105 which will consist of five week sessions instead of the usual seven. Dorms will open the day before classes start.

The deadline for registration will be the first day of the summer session on June 22nd, but Ms. Hendel advises all students to register early because the limited number of spots available for each course will be filled on a first come-first serve basis.

Ms. Hendel recommended that students check with their advisor, however, because some courses will not be available from the summer session office, located in the Student Union.

If immediate information is needed, students are welcome to visit Ms. Hendel's office before that date.

New London Briefs

By Nina George

An agency for the Connecticut Human Society has asked that a 24-hour guard be posted at the Bates Woods, the site where animals were recently wounded and killed in a vandalism raid. Another group of local residents, Friends of the Sea, which is the local branch of the New London Aquarium, is organizing to discuss ways of improving security and general conditions for local marine animals.

The Millistone Point Company has applied to the Atomic Energy Commission for a license to construct a third nuclear power plant in Waterford. The power plant—Millistone III—is scheduled to be in operation by 1981.

An official of the Environmental protection agency testified at an AEC licensing-board hearing that copper waste water releases from the plant would threaten the aquatic life of Long Island Sound. AEC witnesses testified that the plant would have no measurable impact on local fish operations. The plant would be designed to help the Northeast meet the growing self-sufficiency in energy production.

The owners of Crocker's Boat Yard have plans for 396-slip marina to go along with most of the Shaw's Cove waterfront. The re-designing of the waterfront, and re-location of Howard Street with will be carried out in conjunction with the Army Corps of Engineers and the Redevelopment Agency.

Taxi companies, cab drivers and the Bank Street Merchants Association have asked that measures be taken to improve traffic conditions in front of Union Station. One of the proposals presented to the City Council calls for a rotary circling the Sailors and Soldiers Monument. The Council will be discussing the cab interests and alternative traffic patterns to help clear up the congestion in the Train Station, Bus Station and Taxi stand area.

Summer Session seeks student support

By Rachel Carley

Conn College Summer Session, for the first time in its four year history, is actively courting Conn students in particular to take part in a summer program that is larger and more diverse than ever before. These new additions in the program have been specifically designed for the interests of students already here at the college.

The large and enthusiastic response to the questionnaires circulated a last semester has resulted in course additions which hopefully will invite present Conn College students to take part in this session, states Ms. Patricia S. Hendel, Director of Summer Sessions. In the past, the summer session has been directed to appeal almost entirely to area residents.

The session is presently comprised of fifty-two under graduate courses and six graduate courses, with probable others yet to be approved. Many new courses have been designed to appeal to the Conn student to encourage greater summer enrollment of the Conn student body. Several of the new courses are History of Film, Childhood: Years Six to Twelve; The Energy Industry; Creative Photography; and Psychobiology, prerequisite for darkroom skills. The Russian Department is also offering a new course entitled "O Human Bondage."

The yearly course offerings are in the following areas: Anthropology, Art, Biology, Botany, Chemistry, Child Development, Computer Methods, Economics, English, Governa. Hispanic Studies, History, Mathematics, Music, Philosophy, Psychology, Religion, Sociology, Theatre, and Urban Affairs. Conn College's Superior graduate courses in Marine Biology and Botany are again offered this summer.
By Pam Greenall

Prospect Heights Club to Dance

Through the combined efforts of the Dance Department and the New York City Board of Education, the Modern Dance Club of Prospect Heights High School is coming to Connecticut College for a Dance Weekend, March 23-24. Among the events include master classes, performances of the dancer's choreography, and a chance to see it all on videotape. Anyone interested in observing is invited to the Dance Studio, Crezier-Williams, Saturday March 23rd from 5:00-8:00. The dancers will be able to stay overnight only through the donation of rooms by Conn. students. Any female student or Housefellow with space available and willing to donate her room for the evening of March 23 to the cause, please contact Priscilla Calville, Dance Club Advisor, immediately! (P.O. Box No. 1225 or 443-2231.) Unless rooms are donated, the girls cannot stay for the entire weekend.

Smith to lecture on Tokyo

By Judy Boland

Henry Smith professor of Japanese history at Princeton University, will deliver a lecture entitled "Above and Below Ground" on Monday 8:00 p.m. in Hale 122. Mr. Smith has authored one book entitled Japan's First Student Radicals and is working on another on Japanese architecture. He obtained a great deal of the background information for his upcoming lecture from his 12 years of residence above as a bachelor in Tokyo. He is considered to be the leading Western authority on the "Entertainment District" of Tokyo. His lecture is accompanied by over 100 slides of the area and includes personal anecdotes. As the Asian Club cordially invited all to attend.

Spanish Department hosts candidates

By Pam Greenall

The Hispanic Studies department is holding a series of Coffee Houses for students and faculty to meet candidates for a one-year teaching position in the department. Next year Mr. Rafael Ramirez will be on leave first semester and Ms. Argyll P. Rice will be on leave second semester. Tuesday, Mr. William F. Fale will be on campus. He spoke to students and faculty about Twentieth Century Spanish Literature, especially the most recent. He mentioned there was a question and answer period and some informal conversation with the visiting professors. On Thursday, March 14th Father Manuel Gasch will be on campus also. He will give an informal talk on any subject of particular interest to him in the Alumni Lounge in Ctr at 4:15 p.m.

Miss Rice the department Chairman hopes that all interested Spanish students and faculty will attend.

Claude Akire sings 'Chansons'

By Margaret Hamilton

The Lyman Allyn lecture room was the setting last week for an interesting and unusual concert entitled "Chansons - A Society." Claude Akire sang medieval and modern songs in French, German, Italian, and delightful one was about the stories. She sang some examples tradition. She admitted with a recent work. Afterwards there was a question and answer period. The audience was very pleased with the variety and skill of the songs, written in a rich mixture rhyme, and demonstrated the crowd could follow the vivid and often bloody story depicted on the banner. She also sang some twentieth century protest songs, notably a song of the Argentine pampas. Then there was a cabinet song by Brecht. Ms. Akire pointed out the essential similarities between the eighteenth and twentieth century love songs - the hunter changes to a poet in today's song, but still desires the all-encompassing love of his lady.

It is still a custom in Spain for students to romance their ladies from the streets below their balconies, and Ms. Akire sang two lovely examples of this delightful sixteenth century tradition. She closed with a request from the audience, a song of the Argentine pampas. Claude Akire gave a comprehensive lecture-concert about the role of song through the ages. We regard songs of political protest or scandal as being a twentieth century innovation, but they are really only the inheritors of a long, varied, and rich tradition of song. Ms. Akire ably demonstrated both her talent in singing, and the differing spirits of the ages reflected in their songs.
Joni Mitchell's 'Court and Spark' reviewed

Joni Mitchell is beautiful. She employs very effectively Jose Feliciano and Larry Carlton (Who does most of the guitar on the album) to share guitar chores on this one, along with David Crosby and Graham Nash on harmony.

"People's Parties" is an observation of an event that often lends itself to the theme of estrangement: a party. The people "have got stumps of many countries" and are possibly celebrities ("... and stone-cold Grace behind her fan." Could this be Grace Bick?!) In the song, Mitchell again becomes a victim of alienation over-kill. "I'm just another skidmark in the road..."

The next magical number, something called "Raised on Robbery", is an immediate showstopper. A little bit of borrowed harmonising from the Andrews' Sisters starts things off; an electronic piano is the引进 and gets things cookin'. It rocks along with some good sax by Tom Scott and superb electric guitar by Robbie Robertson of the Band. Some devilishly clever metaphors have been concocted for this one:

- A smooth, tight-fisted soul beat starts off "Trouble Child", a song about a young man who has made his "way out of the jungle..."

- A sirenlike voices, and drone of electric piano and a wah-wah of Ruitar get things cookin'.

- Some devilishy clever song for Joni Mitchell, a song on which Cheech and Chong make a cameo appearance.

Joni Mitchell has always been a masterful songwriter and interpreter, in the style of Carole King or "one of those congenitally pointed nerves that make Joni's arrival a party. The following brings an immense respect and appreciation.

"Court and Spark" should feel live piano is the introduction to the song that "seems like something just doesn't want to go, it from that schmaltzy 101 "Living Unalike" arranged strings and a song of self-derision and irony that one doesn't expect out of Joni Mitchell again becomes a victim of alienation over-kill. "I'm just another skidmark in the road..."

"Down to You," is the occasional monotony that the music for "Car On A Hill" returned. Her piano is not as smooth, tight-fisted as heaven full of astronauts..."

"Lady Man" is a song that Joni Mitchell has penned in a jazzes into what is a most surprising song for Joni Mitchell, a song about a young man who has made his "way out of the jungle..."

"Angel" is the song that "seems like something just doesn't want to go, it from that schmaltzy 101 "Living Unalike" arranged strings and a song of self-derision and irony that one doesn't expect out of Joni Mitchell again becomes a victim of alienation over-kill. "I'm just another skidmark in the road..."
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The class of '78 will have a new system of government. Nominated in the Fall Freshman Assembly and College Council have approved the proposals by the Fall Freshman Assembly and Council for a new system of government. The purpose of the new system is to provide for greater participation of the students in the government and interaction between the freshman in the College and the Freshman Representative Assembly. The advantages of this new system are: (1) A greater degree of communication between the freshman and the government, and (2) It gives the student government the device to present information to freshman through the dorm representatives.

The official report, distributed in the dormitories, contains a description of the structure of the Assembly. The important points are:

1. Shall be open to all members of the Freshman Class.
2. Shall meet bi-weekly.
3. Chairman shall be open to all members of the Freshman Class.
4. Voting member of the Freshman Representative Assembly.
5. Chairman of the Commission on Freshman Government Alternatives shall be present at all meetings of the assembly, and not to the entire freshman class. The duties of the chairman are: (1) Call and preside over meetings of the Freshman Representative Assembly, (2) Be the spokesperson for the Freshman Representative Assembly, (3) Sit at the Freshman Representative Assembly.

The official report further details the assembly's purpose and how the student government will be implemented.

**Class of ’78 will have Representative Assembly**

**Oregon and Bust**

By Donald Kane

Before the "Rebellion" in Oregon, license plates there proclaimed the state "Pacific Wonderland." Today, however, the proud declaration is absent. Signs that once greeted the incoming motorists no longer bear a "Welcome." Among the gas crisis people from out of state claim to have been marked more difficult for the state of Oregon, than for California in Oregon and they are natives, and he blemishes on its claims to be a host of environmental ill.

Postcards that detail the lovely Oregonian scene are being outsold by "unghosted," and "ungreeted" tee-shirts, possibly the single best selling souvenirs throughout the entire state. The "unghosts" warn the gas crisis people to visit Oregon in 1977. Oregon 767 people fell off their bikes...and drowned...to find a more horseback riding in this year's Oregon, call (503) 735-2007.

Still another infamity, "Jim McCall, Governor, Belief Of (The Citizens of Oregon, Cordially Invites You To, Visit Washington or California) Idaho or Nevada or Afghanistan." To reinforce the image, a proposal is pending that carefree redrafts the interstate freeway from its route through Oregon to detour on a mile outside of the Oregon state line.

Oregon's state claim can have southern California, but Oregon has gone to the other extreme and set a national example for downright unfriendliness.

Oregon Governor Thomas McCall in an article for this "Rebellion" of Friendliness in Oregon. He estimates that the summer months there are twice as many Californians in Oregon than there are natives, and he blames the tourist for a lack of environmental ill.

McCall has, however, Restricted his speech, just as the horseback tourist companies and industrial manufacturers have incurred his wrath as states of apparel months it has been against Oregon law to sell non-returnable bottles and glass ring-tops cans. Substantial deposits must be left on bottles before the consumer can take them home. When McCall was six years ago, the state's major waterway was easily flooded and dying. McCall instituted a bottle deposit and Oregon and its that one of Oregon's national toughest dumping and refuse laws; no less than the college. The University of Oregon just recently declared the Willamette River in its healthiest condition since the school hundreds.

But perhaps that McCall doesn't deserve this much credit, after all. When he declared his office hours to include outdoor display lighting, the affected businessmen threatened legal reprisal. They found the source of McCall's McCall plucked a copy of Richard III and opens it to Act V, Scene III.

"Heavy ghost traffic in this scene." McCall and the earth points out the parade of ghosts that assail the defeated King of England.

"So you see," McCall concludes, "my ghosts conclude with all the time." Leaving the room, one can hear a laugh at the back of the picture of the ghost of Hamlet's father, and his eyes darting at his dead son.

**Student center annonces services**

The Connecticut College Student Center, located in Room Seven, Braden basement, was established in the fall semester to serve various needs. Its primary purpose is to provide tutoring services for all members of the College community. All of the tutors are qualified members of the college community. The center also sponsors activities as tutoring for high school students, a gospel choir, a community Dramatic workshop, and a seminar entitled "How to Prepare for Millet," will be conducted March 19, 1974, at 8:00 P.M. in T. H. 115. All members of the College are invited to attend.

Students may call the Center at the hours of 1:30 and 5:30 P.M. any week day.
If you think Kodak is just pretty pictures, you ought to have your chest examined.

When a chest x-ray shows that you have a potential killer like TB or cancer, it's not a pretty picture. But it's an important picture because it can help the doctor detect and catch the killer in time.

When doctors are out to catch these potential killers, they want the sharpest, clearest x-ray films they can get. And that's why people at Kodak spend so many hours creating new and better x-ray film equipment. Already, the results include convenience for the patient, economy for the hospital, an even more useful tool for the radiologist—and, most important, reduced radiation exposure.

Researching and creating better x-ray films is good for our business, which is why we went into them in the first place. But it does our society good, too—which isn't a bad feeling. After all, our business depends on our society—so we care what happens to it.

Kodak
More than a business.
Victory for women’s gymnastics

Denise McClain splits the balance beam.

The Connecticut College Women’s Gymnastics Team in its second year of collegiate competition has beaten the girls from Mt. Holyoke and the University of Bridgeport 50-75, 45-50 and 34-80, respectively.

On the outstanding performers for Conn was Captain Denise McClain who won three out of four events with a score of 7.00 on floor exercise, 7.10 vaulting, and 6.35 on balance beam. These scores of 7.0, or better, have qualified her for next week’s Eastern Regional Championships to be held at the University of Massachusetts.

Other outstanding performers were Senior Laurie Ridle, who placed second on uneven bars with 7.35; Freshman Paula Frost, who placed third on vaulting with 6.10; Freshman Peggy Brown, who placed second on the balance beam with 4.5 and floor exercise with 4.0; and Sophomore Luc Cushman, who placed fourth on uneven bars with 1.25.

According to coach, Jeffrey Zimmerman, these are the first wins in the College’s gymnastics history, and are probably the sweetest.

This week Rhode Island University comes to us for our final meet. Next week Tue. Mar. 18. Our last away meet is against C.C.S.C. Other up and down meets are scheduled for Mar. 20 at Crozer.

Classified ads

For Sale: Yamaha 12 string acoustic guitar and case. Both in good condition, $50.00. Interested, contact Mark Heitner Burke.

The American Civil Liberties Union will be glad to provide whatever help they can to groups planning to visit Washington, D.C., in order to lobby for the impeachment of the President. Students wishing to organize trips and inform their Congressional representatives of their feelings concerning impeachment are urged to contact:

- Mr. Jerry Anderson
- Mr. Artie Schur

American Civil Liberties Union
410 First Street, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003
(Tel: 202-544-1861)

Conn takes Badminton Tournament

On Thursday, March 7 three Connecticut College students entered the State Intercollegiate Badminton Tournament in Danbury, Connecticut. Senior Janet Lawler won the Ladies Singles defeating her teammate Colleen Sullivan in the finals by the score of 11-2, 11-1, 11-8. Ms. Sullivan and Ms. Lawler combined forces to defeat a team from Western Connecticut in the finals of Ladies Doubles.

Sophomore David Digrate reached the finals of Men’s Singles before bowing to Ben Nolan from Western Connecticut in the finals 15-3, 15-4. Mr. Digrate and Ms. Lawler teamed to reach the finals of the Mixed Doubles. The ‘anya’ strong Western team defeated them.

Teams from throughout the state were eligible to compete. Some stronger contenders were Western Connecticut, Southern Connecticut, The University of Connecticut and Conn. College. Conn arrived at more finals than any other team represented.

Trip planned for Outing Club

By Nina George

The Outing Club is alive and well, according to President Lia Gamble and current members Katie A. Freygang and Andy F. Chamberlain. “We have a budget and want people to help us spend it on a good trip,” Ms. Freygang said. “We wanted something to offer people,” she continued, “so we’ve put together some new attractions.”

Now available to members is a bulletin board, to the left of Central Services in Cr, where announcements of trips and equipment swaps will be posted. The Club has started an ‘equipment closet,’ containing various types of outing gear that members may rent for a small fee.

“We’ve offered some cross-country ski equipment for the equipment closet that should be really great,” Ms. Freygang announced.

There is now a collection of guide books and travel brochures on open reserve in the Library, for Club members and any interested persons.

According to Ms. Gamble, the Conn College Outing Club has recently joined with the Appalachian Mountain Club, the Dartmouth Outing Club, and the Yale Outing Club. "We might be going on trips with these people, for out-of-state excursions," said Ms. Freygang. "But with the energy crisis, we’ll probably be exploring a lot of Connecticut." Mr. Jeffrey J. Zimmerman of the Physical Education department has offered to help the Outing Club organize white-water canoe trips. Ms. Chamberlain explained, “Mr. Zimmerman is teaching an informal, informational course at the Coast Guard Academy, on canoeing, backpacking and hiking. Anyone who is interested in attending should meet at Mr. Zimmerman’s office every Thurs. at 2:30 p.m.”

With the new winter season, library reserve shelf, equipment closet and substantial budget, it looks as though the Outing Club has a lot to offer this semester — especially with spring weather coming up. "I’d like to see a trip in two weeks — the weekend of the 23rd,” Ms. Chamberlain said.

Ms. Freygang concluded, “What we need now is more people with constructive ideas, who have something to offer definite in mind and can help organize things.”

LOWEST JET FARES TO EUROPE

One way to Luxembourg through May 31

Effective for individuals on scheduled jets to Luxembourg in the heart of Europe. Save $37 to $101 over lowest comparable fares of any other scheduled airline.

SHOW INITIATIVE - SAVE MORE MONEY

Students arrange their own Affinity Group of 25 or more passengers and quality for Icelandair’s low-cost one-way all-inclusive-fare. No other airline offers this benefit. SAVE, via Icelandair’s no matter when you leave or how long you stay.

AIRLINE AGENT. Prices subject to change

To: Icelandair Airlines
333 5th Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10020
(212) 757-8585

Send folder on Lowest Jet Fares to Europe (£)

By Nina George

The American Civil Liberties Union will be glad to provide whatever help they can to groups planning to visit Washington, D.C., in order to lobby for the impeachment of the President. Students wishing to organize trips and inform their Congressional representatives of their feelings concerning impeachment are urged to contact:

- Mr. Jerry Anderson
- Mr. Artie Schur

American Civil Liberties Union
410 First Street, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003
(Tel: 202-544-1861)

CONN TAKES BADMINTON TOURNAMENT

On Thursday, March 7 three Connecticut College students entered The State Intercollegiate Badminton Tournament in Danbury, Connecticut. Senior Janet Lawler won the Ladies Singles defeating her teammate Colleen Sullivan in the finals by the score of 11-2, 11-1, 11-8. Ms. Sullivan and Mr. Lawler combined forces to defeat a team from Western Connecticut in the finals of Ladies Doubles.

Sophomore David Digrate reached the finals of Men’s Singles before bowing to Ben Nolan from Western Connecticut in the finals 15-3, 15-4. Mr. Digrate and Ms. Lawler teamed to reach the finals of the Mixed Doubles. They’re a strong Western team defeated them.

Teams from throughout the state were eligible to compete. Some stronger contenders were Western Connecticut, Southern Connecticut, The University of Connecticut and Conn. College. Conn arrived at more finals than any other team represented.

Russ Woodford will conduct a volleyball clinic for anyone interested March 18 3:30 - 5:00 in the East Gym Come to practice and learn technique for the interdorm league

For Sale: Yamaha 12 string acoustic guitar and case. Both in good condition, $50.00. Interested, contact Mark Heitner Burke.